
LEARN MORE

For more support in using Matrak effectively, check out
our Knowledge Base articles which run you through step-
by-step on the many features of our Matrak software. Or
scan the QR code to book a demo of Matrak.

Why this Matters?

How it works in Matrak
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WHY THIS MATTERS
Eliminate the struggle to find the right suppliers and partners

for your construction projects. By using a tool that allows your

subcontractors to provide live visibility of materials and their

progress in the supply chain, you'll rest assured that you’re

working with companies committed to providing transparency

to their clients.

HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK
Matrak provides live visibility of all material movement and

interactions through its life cycle and allows you to run full

quality performance checks in the platform — ensuring proper

quality checks, packing and warehousing standards are met. In

turn, get confidence and peace of mind in the subcontractors

you’re working with.

Gain confidence and trust in your
subcontractors

This guide is for both new and experienced Matrak
users. Each tip has two parts:

What's in it for me?
Head Contractors

WHY THIS MATTERS

Live supply chain and site progress data (in your pocket)

automate common business activities that helps get time

back on your side and cut overhead costs. It's one of the

easiest ways to reduce losses and increase business

profitability.

HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK

Site walks

Subcontractor meetings

Reporting to clients

Quality reviews

Reviewing progress claims

Chasing updates from suppliers

Tracking down missing items

Managing disputes

Recording Greenstar & certification information against

products

Matrak provides visibility into all aspects of your supply chain

and site progress, saving teams hours in their workweek and

helping them complete work in a shorter time frame. Matrak

replaces the need for time spent on many common and

manual tasks including:

All of this information is automated and accessible in Matrak!

Reduce your overhead costs
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WHY THIS MATTERS
Being able to align global teams and create an environment of

shared responsibility helps manage risk by enabling teams to

make better and smarter decisions. Proactively understanding

and managing where projects are at risk of falling behind

schedule helps reduce your time to market — giving you

competitive advantage and protects your reputation as

leaders in the industry.

HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK

Matrak’s ability to produce run rate reports help predict

whether your projects are on track to meeting the program

target dates based on current manufacturing and installation

rates. Understanding where projects are at risk of falling

behind schedule allows you to proactively work with subbies to

manage staffing to ensure projects stay on time, every time.

Stay competitive and build your
reputation as a global industry leader 

WHY THIS MATTERS

Lack of visibility into your project’s supply chain puts

companies at risk of liquidated damages. Having a centralised

flow of communication and visibility on subcontractor activity

gives an accurate representation of your project's production

and installation rates — allowing you to be aware of site

progress and proactive in case any part of the build is at risk

of falling behind schedule.

HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK
Matrak provides visibility on materials and monitors key

movements during every phase to keep construction programs

on schedule. Providing early and complete visibility of your

supply chain helps subcontractors better coordinate their work

and reduces the risk of projects falling behind schedule. This

enables companies to predict when activities will be

completed based on current throughput rates, which helps

planning in advance to avoid liquidated damages.

Reduce risk of project delays 
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